EPOS
KEEPS PROMISES.
EXTRUDED NATURAL STONE CERAMIC.
NATURAL STONE IN DESIGN AND FEEL. THANKS TO THE MOST UP-TO-DATE EXTRUTEC® TECHNOLOGY AS EVER, EASY TO CLEAN AND FROST RESISTANT.

Epos is the easy-to-use solution for an environmentally friendly, easy-clean and reliable stone floor effect. Distinctive natural stone ceramic – processed with care; made possible by means of state-of-the-art digital printing technology that does not produce a ‘transfer’ look that is otherwise common with digital printing.

This is where the ‘look’ and the ‘feel’ produce a special impression together. Thanks to Hardglaze 3.0, developed especially for digital printing, you have to look very hard – or feel very carefully – to detect that it isn’t really natural stone. And that is combined with the typical hard glaze extra-easy cleaning characteristics.
EPOS 8045/955, 9430/955, 9441/955, 8102/955

NATURAL STONE IN DESIGN AND FEEL. THANKS TO THE MOST UP-TO-DATE EXTRUTEC ® TECHNOLOGY AS EVER, EASY TO CLEAN AND FROST RESISTANT.

Epos is the easy-to-use solution for an environmentally friendly, easy-clean and reliable stone floor effect. Distinctive natural stone ceramic – processed with care; made possible by means of state-of-the-art digital printing technology that does not produce a ‘transfer’ look that is otherwise common with digital printing.

This is where the ‘look’ and the ‘feel’ produce a special impression together. Thanks to Hardglaze 3.0, developed especially for digital printing, you have to look very hard – or feel very carefully – to detect that it isn’t really natural stone. And that is combined with the typical hard glaze extra-easy cleaning characteristics.

KEEPS PROMISES.

EXTRUDED NATURAL STONE CERAMIC.

TRIM PIECES RELIABLE.

DECEPTIVELY GENUINE-LOOKING. DISTINCTIVE.

9441 loft stair tread corner ® 340 x 340 x 35 x 11 mm, calibrated
9430 loft stair tread tile ® 294 x 340 x 35 x 11 mm, calibrated
4817 loft stair tread tile ® 294 x 175 x 52 x 10 mm, calibrated
8102 skirting 294 x 73 x 8 mm
9010 riser corner 157 x 52 x 52 x 10 mm, calibrated

Ströher applicational perfection - from outdoors to indoors. The colours 952 pidra, 955 eres are also available as TerioTec ® X Profile terrace slabs.

More information about this product range can be found at www.stroeher.de

Completely frost-resistant

*25 year guarantee

Ströher hard glaze

Easy maintenance

and hygienic

Ecofriendly

Variety of trim pieces

In compliance with DIN EN PEI 5

Abrasion resistant

Resistant to chemicals

Fade-free and colourfast

Variety of accessories

Anti-slip

Glow and fireproof

Anti-static
RELIABLE.
DECEPTIVELY GENUINE-LOOKING. DISTINCTIVE.

FORMATS

8031, 30 x 30 cm
R 10

8045, 30 x 45 cm
R 10

8063, 30 x 60 cm
R 10

COLOURS

951 krios
952 pidra
955 eres
957 kawe
EPOS

RELIABLE. DECEPTIVELY GENUINE-LOOKING. DISTINCTIVE.

TRIM PIECES

9441 loft stair tread corner®
340 x 340 x 35 x 11 mm, calibrated

9430 loft stair tread tile®
294 x 340 x 35 x 11 mm, calibrated

4817 loft stair tread tile®
294 x 175 x 52 x 10 mm, calibrated

8102 skirting
294 x 73 x 8 mm

9010 riser corner
157 x 52 x 52 x 10 mm, calibrated

Ströher applicational perfection - from outdoors to indoors. The colours 952 pidra, 955 eres are also available as TerioTec® X Profile terrace slabs. More information about this product range can be found at www.stroehrer.de

3.0 Completely frost-resistant
25 year guarantee
Ströher hard glaze
Easy maintenance and hygiene
RESA Abrasion resistant
In compliance with DIN EN
Variety of accessories
Resistant to chemicals
Eco-friendly
Anti-slip
Fade-free and colourfast
Variety of trim pieces
Anti-static

DIN EN ISO
KERAPLATE®

THE CERAMIC CONCEPT FROM OUTDOORS TO INDOORS.

COARSE CERAMICS, COMBINING ANGLE TILE WITH STAIR TREAD TILE, WITH THE INNOVATIVE SPIRIT AND THE CONVENIENCES OF A MARKET LEADER.

Diverse moulded parts, frostproof and fully decorated edge. Perfect utilization fulfilment for surfaces, stair tread tiles and edge pieces. From the classic split tile to oversize elements and innovative balcony edgings. Showing edges with matured ceramic solutions. The new Florentine generation. Modern, reduced linearity: loft stair tread and loft angle tile. The original.